
  Young Dilywn – Dance NoteS 

Music Young Collins 

 

 

(A dance for any even number of dancers in a longways set, facing across the set. To allow for 

sheep pens must be multiples of 4. 2 'surplus' dancers can be sheep!) 

 

Begin facing forward → step on the spot for 8 → turn to partner and step for 8 on the spot. 

Chorus: 

As gently as possible tap sticks x3 on the ground (next to partner's stick in the centre of set), 

slightly harder and raised off the ground clash x3, harder and higher clash x3 and finally  a 

forceful high clash x3. Gypsy across partner right shoulder x2 steps, turn and x2 steps on the 

spot, Gypsy across partner left shoulder x2 back to original position and on the spot x2. 

● Repeat 
 
1st Figure: Sheep Pens (Total of 16 beats) 

In groups of 4 people, in on beat 1 and 2 to make a left hand star by grabbing the wrist of the 

person in front of you. Step round for 16 beats getting back to position in time for: 

 

Chorus 

 

2nd Figure: Back to Back (Total of 16 beats) 

Cross partner right shoulder, 2 steps forward, 2 steps to the side and 4 steps back to position. 

Cross partner left shoulder, 2 steps forward, 2 steps to the side and 4 steps back to position. 

 

Chorus 

 

3rd Figure: Cast out (Total of 16 beats) 

Dancers 1 & 2 lead down the side of the set, the other dancers follow in their path, to the end 

and back on the outside to original position. 

 

Chorus 

 

Original dance from Blackbrook morris.  

Young Collins is used because all Morris musicians know it. The dance is a variation of Dilwyn a border dance. 


